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It remains a contradiction unparalleled that successive governments have extolled the virtues of 

manufacturing in India, but almost all of them formulated policies that promote trading over 

manufacturing.  

 

 
 

 

The new government has made the right noises 

with its emphasis on branding India as a 

manufacturing hub, but is the back end backing it 

up? Not yet. Indian physical retail is chock-a-block 

with products that have been manufactured in 

China, sourced at low prices and sold in India 

especially in the unorganized sector. It has become 

so endemic that the smallest Chinese brands are 

now household brands in India. Incentives for a 

local manufacturer to manufacture in India have 

always been subject to unpredictable policy, license 

and inspector raj and infrastructural glitches.  

 

The expertise and investment required for local manufacturing to build brands and start manufacturing 

in India has been depressed for ages because of the lack of capital and access to broader markets. E-

commerce has been an outlier in all the gloom we have witnessed over the past few years. It has the 

potential to and incubates local brands with local manufacturing. E-Commerce is a border-neutral 

paradigm for business for a global market. Alibaba's contribution to China's manufacturing cannot be 

ignored, in the context of bringing buyers from all across the world to buy from China. It may be true 

that China was already in place as a manufacturing economy but with hindsight, we can do even better 

and use E-Commerce platforms to kick start manufacturing activity on scale.  

 

Today there are customers globally who buy directly from e-commerce players by cutting out 

marketplaces in their own country. By using expertise in advertising, brand building and logistics and 

warehousing, e-commerce companies can assist local manufacturers in selling to customers globally, 

making it easy for Indian manufacturers to access global markets. With the advent of e-commerce we 

have seen many products finding a market and the barrier for entry for small entrepreneurs, craftspeople 

and brands to be able to sell directly had been reduced significantly. To build on the success, businesses 

need more capital to scale. The entrepreneurs who have built micro businesses and have employed 

carpenters, painters, weavers and other skilled and unskilled craftsmen or who have created small 

markets and brands for themselves need to produce more to find more sales and growth. This can 

happen only if E-Commerce companies underwrite their risks by way of underwriting the inventory. In 

doing so, e-commerce companies will allow them to focus on innovation and manufacturing on scale 

rather than worry about sales and marketing and distribution which comes packaged to them with an E-

Commerce platform.  

 

E-Commerce has been one of the bright spots in Indian economy over the other sectors. Unfortunately, 

by creating an artificial differentiation between marketplace models and inventory models, government 

is stifling the growth of E-commerce, stifling the entrepreneurship potential of India and stifling 

economies of scale that could help us become competitive on price globally. All this is being done at the 

cost of promoting incumbent large business houses and traders. By opening up inventory led B2C 

Ecommerce model to FDI, India can broad base wealth creation in India.  

 

Some of the most popular internet companies of China, like Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, JD.com have listed 

and are cumulatively worth more than $500 billion, creating hundreds of multi-millionaires and 

bringing in more than $30bn in cash from IPO proceeds. By comparison Indian stock market's total 

market cap is $1,500 billion. If we seriously want to match the successes of China in this sector India 

must stop implementing policies which end up maintaining the status quo in favour of small and 

inefficient trading oriented policies. Continuing to wish for a boost in manufacturing and doing 

everything to encourage retail to buy from China will not get us to make in India. Ecommerce has to be 

liberalized fully to enable the linkages between Make in India and Buy in India.  


